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Overview: European launch portfolio and pricing
Pricing of Amazon Channels

Number of Amazon Channels per country
119
19,99 $

41

Ø
5,33 $

26
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▪ Amazon Channel portfolio is already remarkably high in the US
▪ Variety and choice of UK and German Channels launch portfolio
are smaller, but comparable to the launch in the US back in
2015 with 30 channels
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▪ The US Channels portfolio shows a broader range of price
points going up to 19,99$
▪ Pricing of Channels in Germany and the UK are pretty much
in-line, not exceeding the 10£/€ price barrier

A prime membership is required for 10,99$/month resp. 99$/year in the US, 7,99£/month resp. 79£/year
in UK and 8,99€/month resp. 69€/year in Germany. Not adjusted for currency differences
source: veed analytics, company websites
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Summary & Outlook
Summary

Outlook

▪ Amazon started to roll-out the Channels
concept in Europe. This allows Amazon to
smoothly expand its portfolio with an “A la
carte Pay TV” approach – adding mainly
additional content from partners to its
service
▪ Amazon increases the lock-in for its ecosystem, since subscribed Channels can only
be watched within Prime Video (e.g. apps,
FireTV)
▪ Amazon is dipping a toe in the water
incorporating linear channels as sellthrough to prepare for an even broader
move towards a compelling live offering

▪ It will be interesting to see how the
portfolios will evolve in the UK and
Germany in terms of further channels,
their content focus and a further shift
towards live esp. sports
▪ Amazon might remain an easy outlet for
niche Pay TV providers but could also take
a push to become a central platform in
Europe attracting big Pay TV players and
FTA channels
▪ Additionally it will be interesting to see if
there will be any changes to the existing
bundling approach (Prime subscription + à
la carte) towards traditional content
bundling with potential discounts

source: veed analytics and company websites

If you would like to discuss the
impact of the launch of
Amazon channels on your
business or the different
market scenarios, please get in
touch with:
Dr. Bernd Riefler
Chief Marketing Officer
veed analytics
+49 151 58243355
bri@veed-analytics.com
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